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Abstract

We present a new holographic duality between q-Schwarzian quantum mechanics and Liouville grav-

ity. The q-Schwarzian is a one parameter deformation of the Schwarzian, which is dual to JT gravity

and describes the low energy sector of SYK. We show that the q-Schwarzian in turn is dual to sinh

dilaton gravity. This one parameter deformation of JT gravity can be rewritten as Liouville gravity.

We match the thermodynamics and classical two point function between q-Schwarzian and Liouville

gravity. We further prove the duality on the quantum level by rewriting sinh dilaton gravity as a

topological gauge theory, and showing that the latter equals the q-Schwarzian. As the q-Schwarzian

can be quantized exactly, this duality can be viewed as an exact solution of sinh dilaton gravity on

the disk topology. For real q, this q-Schwarzian corresponds to double-scaled SYK and is dual to a

sine dilaton gravity.
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1 Introduction

Tractable holographic dualities between simple models of low-dimensional quantum gravity have proven

to be of paramount importance in our quest for understanding quantum gravity. One such model which

has played a central role in recent years is Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT) gravity [1,2]. It is a 2d dilaton gravity

with a linear dilaton potential V pΦq “ 2Φ and Euclidean action

S “ ´
1

2

ˆ
dx

?
g pΦR ` V pΦqq ´

ˆ
dτ

?
hΦK . (1.1)

This is topological in the bulk, but with suitable boundary conditions it can describe boundary graviton

fluctuations whose dynamics are governed by the 1d Schwarzian action [3–5]. At lowest order in the

topological expansion, this Schwarzian boundary action captures all physics of the gravitational bulk,

and in fact JT gravity is precisely dual to the Schwarzian at the quantum level. Comparing different
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dilaton gravity models (1.1), the JT model is unique in the sense that the bulk field Φ is a Lagrange

multiplier which can hence be path-integrated out, leading directly to a pure-boundary description of

the reduced dynamics. This is no longer true for generic dilaton gravity models. Nonetheless, the bulk

is topological in all cases so a pure-boundary description should be possible. In this paper, we’ll work

out such a holographic duality, for one specific potential (although our methods in principle apply to

generic potentials).

In [6], we studied the double-scaled version of the SYK model [7–9] and found a description in terms

of a simple 1d quantum mechancal system, which we referred to as the q-Schwarzian. Here 0 ă q ă 1

is related to the double-scaling parameter as q “ e´p2{N , where N is the number of distinct fermions,

and p is the number of fermions participating in any single interaction. This parameter q is technically

the deformation of the quantum group SUqp1, 1q as one deforms away from the JT gravity description

at q “ 1, governed by the classical group SUp1, 1q. We argued for a bulk dilaton gravity description in

terms of a sine dilaton potential (see also [10]), postponing some of the details to later work. Here we’ll

study a related theory, interesting in its own right, which shares many of the features of the DSSYK

story but has slightly fewer complications. We’ll briefly comment on the new ingredients that enter for

the DSSYK case in section 4.1.

In this work we focus on the same q-Schwarzian theory, but now with |q| “ 1 which is conveniently

parametrized as

q “ eπib
2
, b P R . (1.2)

This corresponds to a sinh dilaton gravity

VqschpΦq “
sinh

`

2πb2Φ
˘

πb2
. (1.3)

This particular dilaton gravity has attracted quite some attention recently, and is referred to as Liouville

gravity [11–16]. The goal of this work is to argue that the q-Schwarzian is the precise holographic dual

(or boundary description) of Liouville gravity (or sinh dilaton gravity) at disk level.

Our work is structured as follows

1. In section 2 we study the classical solutions (subsection 2.1), and symmetry algebra (subsection

2.4) of the q-Schwarzian and match these to the classical limits of the known bulk descriptions of

Liouville gravity and sinh dilaton gravity.

2. In section 3 we prove that the theories are exactly dual by formulating the bulk theory in terms

of a topological Poisson-sigma model [17–19]. For the latter, we’ll arive at a boundary description

that reduces to the q-Schwarzian in our case of interest.

3. In section 4 we briefly discuss the case of DSSYK and some interesting additional features which

arise in its gravitational dual. Furthermore we discuss quantization of the q-Schwarzian and show
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that this reproduces the exact amplitudes of Liouville gravity [11]. In combination with the results

of section 3 one can view this as an exact solution of sinh dilaton gravity,1 and one can interpret

our results as a (quantum) proof that the latter equals Liouville gravity.

Next we introduce both sides of the duality (Liouville gravity and the q-Schwarzian) in more detail.

1.1 Liouville gravity

Liouville gravity [22–24] is a non-critical string combining a 2d Liouville CFT, a matter CFT, and the

bc-ghost CFT such that the total central charge vanishes. We will consider the worldsheet to have disk

topology. For our purposes, we can take the matter sector to be a timelike Liouville field χ, and central

charge (b P R parameterizes the model)

cχ “ 1 ´ 6pb´ 1{bq2 . (1.4)

Upon fixing the worldsheet metric to conformal gauge with scale factor e2bφ one finds a second Liouville

action [22–24] for φ with central charge

cφ “ 1 ` 6pb` 1{bq2 . (1.5)

Upon doing the field redefinition

φ “
ρ

b
´ bπΦ , χ “

ρ

b
` bπΦ , (1.6)

the action of the total model reduces to sinh dilaton gravity (2.22), with ρ the conformal factor of the

spacetime metric. Even though several points of the relation between Liouville gravity and sinh dilaton

gravity are not perfectly understood, this particular step is well-documented [11,12,14–16,25,26]. Disk

amplitudes with a fixed boundary length ℓ can be found [11] by Laplace transforming those that have

FZZT boundary conditions [27,28] („ fixed energy) on the φ field

µB „ coshpαq , (1.7)

and ZZ boundary conditions for the χ field.2

Much like DSSYK amplitudes have an interpretation in terms of SUqp1, 1q representation theory

[6,30], Liouville gravity amplitudes have an underlying quantum group structure [12,31]: the modular

double of SLqp2,Rq [32–37], the latter being a different q-deformation of the classical group SUp1, 1q [38].

1 This same logic was essentially used to exaclty solve JT gravity in [20,21].
2 The structure constants associated with χ have no α dependence (as they satisfy ZZ, not FZZT boundary conditions)
thus they do not show up in equations such as (2.36), where one Laplace transforms with respect to µB . Other combinations
of boundary conditions could be interesting, such as matching energies αϕ “ αχ (see e.g. [14,16,29]). But this is not what
was studied in [11]. It would be interesting to know if other combinations have q-Schwarzian interpretations.
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1.2 The q-Schwarzian

The q-Schwarzian theory [6] is defined by the Euclidean action

Sqsch “ ´

ˆ β

0
du

ˆ

i
ÿ

A

pAx
1
A `

cosh
`

πb2pφ
˘

2π2b4
´
µβµγ
π2b4

e´2φ`πb2pφ

˙

, (1.8)

with coordinates xA “ pφ, β, γq and associated momenta pA “ ppφ, pβ, pγq.3 We introduced the short-

hand notation:

µβ “
e2πb

2βpβ ´ 1

´2iβ
, µγ “

e2πb
2γpγ ´ 1

´2iγ
. (1.9)

In section 3 we will use a Lorentzian action where β “ ´iT

Sqsch “

ˆ T

0
dt

ˆ

ÿ

A

pAx
1
A ´ HpxA, pAq

˙

, HpxA, pAq “
cosh

`

πb2pφ
˘

2π2b4
´
µβµγ
π2b4

e´2φ`πb2pφ . (1.10)

In section 2 it will be convenient to work with rescaled variables in (1.8)

du

πb2
“ dτ , πA “ iπb2pA , (1.11)

resulting in a Euclidean action which behaves manifestly semiclassical for b Ñ 0

Sqsch “ ´
1

πb2

ˆ β{πb2

0
dτ

ˆ

πφφ
1 ` πββ

1 ` πγγ
1 `

1

2
cospπφq ´ µβµγe

´2φ´iπφ

˙

. (1.12)

Throughout this work, we will use the term q-Schwarzian as a moniker for three theories. The first is

(1.8) and describes quantum mechanics on SL`
q p2,Rq, see section 2.4 for motivation of this name. The

second theory is (1.8) with one constraint (2.48). The constraint leads to a 4d phase space path integral

which we referred to as q-Schwarzian in [6]. This is the theory which for b Ñ 0 (and low energies)

reduces to the ordinary Schwarzian model, see e.g. section 2.1 in [6]. In a holographic context this is

relevant for a “one-sided setup” describing a Rindler-time slicing. This is the setup we’ll consider in

section 3. Thirdly, there is (1.8) with two constraints (2.49), resulting in a 2d phase space which we

denoted q-Liouville in [6]. Holographically this is relevant for a global slicing, and referred to as “two-

sided”. This is the setup in which quantization is easiest, and it is also simplest to have in mind when

thinking about the classical solutions in section 2.1.4 We can summarize the slicings of the Euclidean

disk (along with several other details that will be relevant later) for the two relevant theories graphically

3 Throughout we put ℏ “ 1 but we do remark that ℏ plays a role in explaining the difference between the classical Poisson
brackets of the currents (2.44) and its quantized version (2.45) with b2quant “ ℏ b2class. This is explained in more detail in
section 4 of [6]. We checked that putting ℏ back everywhere leads to consistent results.
4 The classical solutions are relevant to all cases, including the one-sided q-Schwarzian, but the interpretation of e´2∆φ as
boundary two-point function later on in subsection 2.3 only applies in the q-Liouville formulation. For other applications
of the Liouville formulation of JT gravity see for instance [39,40].
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as follows:
φpβq “ ´8 (2.14)

φp0q “ ´8 (2.14)

smooth boundary initial state

(2.49) (2.48) constraint

Cauchy slice

2d phase space

(2.48) constraint

Cauchy slice

4d phase space

time flow

two sided

q-Liouville

section 2

section 4.2

one sided

q-Schwarzian

section 3

free label

time flow

(1.13)

The constraints (2.48) and (2.49) implement the analogue of Brown-Henneaux [41] holographic bound-

ary conditions (3.39) in the gravitational dual, as we detail in section 3.3.

Comment about temperature. We will be interested in values β chosen so that a rescaled

version of the temperature remains finite upon taking b Ñ 0

β

πb2
“ finite . (1.14)

In the q-Schwarzian we chose our definition of β by the choice in [6] to set the Hamiltonian equal to the

Casimir of the quantum group H “ LC .
5 Similarly in dilaton gravity we have a choice on what we call

the physical boundary time. One can therefore easily modify our conventions β{πb2 Ñ β if desired. In

the rescaled action (1.12) we indeed see that finite β{πb2 leads to a reliable saddle for b Ñ 0.

2 The q-Schwarzian

The main object of study in this work is the path integral associated to the action (1.8). In this section,

we’ll look at the saddle of this path integral and compare it to the saddle of both the Liouville gravity

path integral and the sinh dilaton gravity path integral.

5 In the context of DSSYK, this corresponds to keeping βDSSYKJ finite when q Ñ 1, which is the large p limit [42,43]. Our
choice of normalization is different from the normalization of the Hamiltonian in DSSYK [9, 44] by the factor mentioned
above.
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2.1 Classical solutions

For technical convenience, we consider the path integral (1.8) in rescaled variables (1.12)

Zqschpβq “

ˆ
DφDπφDβDπβDγDπγ

exp

ˆ

1

πb2

ˆ β{πb2

0
dτ

ˆ

πφφ
1 ` πββ

1 ` πγγ
1 `

1

2
cospπφq ´ µβµγe

´2φ´iπφ

˙˙

.

(2.1)

We first discuss the classical solutions. The classical saddles dominate the path integral when b Ñ 0,

keeping in mind that we also keep β{πb2 fixed (1.14).

We first consider the Hamilton equations for πβ respectively β

β1 “ µγe
´2φ´iπφe´2iβπβ , π1

β “ ´µγe
´2φ´iπφ

dµβ
dβ

, (2.2)

from which one deduces that µβ is a constant of the motion

µ1
β “ e´2iβπβπ1

β `
dµβ
dβ

β1 “ 0 . (2.3)

This trivially extends to µγ . With this knowledge one can directly solve the Hamilton equations for πφ

respectively φ, for fixed constants (characterizing the solution) µβ, µγ

φ1 “
1

2
sinpπφq ´ iµγµβe

´2φ´iπφ , π1
φ “ 2µγµβe

´2φ´iπφ . (2.4)

For future reference we notice that (using the fact that µβ is constant) one finds

pβπβq1 “ µγµβe
´2φ´iπφ . (2.5)

Among other things, one immediately finds from this another constant of motion βπβ ´πφ{2. In total,

since we have a 6d phase space, there will be 6 such constants. We discuss their physical relevance later

in section 2.4. Taking the derivative of the last equation in (2.4) one finds

φ1 `
1

2
iπ1

φ “ ´
1

2

π2
φ

π1
φ

, (2.6)

which upon insertion in the first equation of (2.4) gives

sinpπφq “ ´
π2
φ

π1
φ

. (2.7)
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The solution of this equation is parametrized by two integration constants, α and d,

tanpπφ{2q “ cothpα{2q tanpsinhpαqτ{2 ` dq , 4µβµγ e
´2φ “ ´

sinhpαq
2

sin2psinhpαqτ{2 ` d` iα{2q
. (2.8)

The (conserved) energy of the solution follows from the Hamiltonian term in (2.1) and can be evaluated

explicitly using (2.8)

π2b4E “ ´
1

2
cospπφq ` µβµγ e

´2φ´iπφ “ ´
1

2
cospπφq `

1

2
φ1 “

1

2
coshpαq . (2.9)

This identifies α as (parameterizing) the energy of the classical solutions. Simultaneously, we note that

the solutions (2.8) have periodicity

0 ă τ ă
2π

sinhpαq
, (2.10)

which determines the relation between inverse temperature and α. From this one determines their

entropy using β “ dS{dE such that πb2S “ πα` constant. Alternatively we can immediately compute

this as the area in phase space enclosed by the classical orbit6

πb2S “

ˆ 2π{ sinhpαq

0
dτ

ˆ

πφφ
1 ` πββ

1 ` πγγ
1

˙

“
1

2

ˆ 2π{ sinhpαq

0
dτ π1

φ log
`

π1
φ

˘

“ απ ´ π logp2q . (2.11)

Such relations between the classical phase space trajectory and the density of states eS are key elements

in the periodic orbit literature, see chapter 9 of [45]. The partition function takes the form

Zqschpβq “

ˆ 8

0
dE eSpEq´βE , (2.12)

so on the classical saddle one can either evaluate S using the energy saddle β “ dS{dE or by evaluating

directly the phase space volume at fixed energy (the on-shell action without the Hamiltonian term). In

any case the classical approximation of the q-Schwarzian partition function (2.1) is

Zqschpβqclass «

ˆ 8

0
dα sinhpαq exp

ˆ

´
1

b2
logp2q `

α

b2
´ β

coshpαq

2π2b4

˙

. (2.13)

We’ll match this with the partition function of Liouville gravity and sinh dilaton gravity in section 2.2.

Comment about approximations. Our goal is to reproduce the on-shell action to leading order

in 1{b2, this is what we’ll mean by the « symbol. We remark that the integration measure sinhpαq in

this sense contributes at the one-loop level. Although natural, it should not be viewed as a trustworthy

prediction of our q-Schwarzian analysis, because we did not attempt a one-loop calculation. Let us also

remind the reader that we choose β such that β{πb2 is order one (1.14), such that indeed all terms in

6 We used the fact that µβ is constant to solve for πβpβ, µβq such that πβpβ, µβqβ1 is recognized as a total derivative, and
ditto for πγγ

1. We substituted furthermore φ1 using (2.6) and (2.7), recognized one total derivative, and used integration
by parts. Because π1

φ is reasonably simple the resulting integral can be numerically evaluated for generic complex d.
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the action in (2.13) are order 1{b2. This comment extends to all on-shell analyses below.

Before proceeding, we should make two comments about integration constants. The complex time-

shift parameter d can be fixed by imposing

φp0q “ ´8 . (2.14)

Here we have in mind the two-sided q-Liouville version of the q-Schwarzian (as explained around (1.13)).

This constraint follows in the two-sided language from imposing “smoothness” at τ “ 0, as explained

in the paragraph below (4.20) in [20] for JT. In the quantization language [6,12] (and section 4.2) this

corresponds with starting from the identify (quantum) group element, taking into account the change

of basis. This fixes d “ ´iα{2. Alternatively, the reader may view this as part of the definition of the

q-Liouville path integral (which we design to match with Liouville gravity amplitudes).

Secondly, the q-Liouville system comes with two constraints (2.49) on phase space (Brown-Henneaux

boundary conditions, see discussion around (1.13) and section 3.2) which imply

4µβµγ “ 1 . (2.15)

Summarizing, the version of the classical solution (2.8) relevant for the q-Liouville setup is

e´2φ “ ´
sinhpαq

2

sin2psinhpαqτ{2q
. (2.16)

It is this expression which naturally has the interpretation as a boundary-to-boundary two-point func-

tion (see also section 4.3), and which we match with the Liouville gravity two-point correlator in section

2.3.

2.2 Matching with Liouville gravity - Thermodynamics

We now want to match (2.13) with the semiclassical partition function of Liouville gravity (the latter

was reported in [11], but we present it in a slightly different fashion here). The (disk) partition function

of Liouville gravity was computed in [27,46] and phrased in a suggestive language in [11,47] as7

Zpβq “

ˆ 8

0
ds

1

Sbp˘2isq
exp

ˆ

´ β
coshp2πbsq

2π2b4

˙

. (2.18)

7 For concreteness the boundary conditions we consider are

ℓ12 “

ˆ x2

x1

dx ebφ “
β12
2πb2

. (2.17)

Here xi are worldsheet moduli to be integrated over but the βij are physical lengths (Euclidean times to be more precise)
on the holographic boundary in the dilaton gravity formulation.
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Here and below we ignore overall constants as those do not affect the saddle point analysis (the classical

limit). The double-sine function Sbpxq appears often in the Liouville literature, its definition and several

useful properties can be found in [48]. This includes a useful equation for the density of states

1

Sbp˘2isq
“ 4 sinhp2πbsq sinhp2πs{bq . (2.19)

Semiclassical physics emerges when the density of states is large, because of the large action the integrals

are dominated by saddle point. Here we can achieve this by taking b Ñ 0 while keeping α “ 2πbs finite.

The partition function becomes

Zpβqclass «

ˆ 8

0
dα sinhpαq exp

ˆ

α

b2
´ β

coshpαq

2π2b4

˙

“

ˆ 8

0
dE eSpEq´βE , (2.20)

from which one deduces classical thermodynamic quantities, for instance the energy-temperature rela-

tion [11]
β

πb2
“

2π

sinhpαq
. (2.21)

This matches the classical limit of the q-Schwarzian path integral (2.13). However, we do remark that

there is an overall degeneracy S0 mismatch because of the logp2q in (2.13). This was to be expected as

we did not track overall normalization, nevertheless it would be interesting to match more precisely.

This partition function can alternatively be computed directly using the sinh dilaton gravity action,

where we have the following Euclidean path integral action8

Sgrav “ ´
1

2

ˆ
dx

?
g

ˆ

ΦR `
sinh

`

2πb2Φ
˘

πb2

˙

´

ˆ
dτ

?
hΦK . (2.22)

By rescaling πb2Φ Ñ Φ the whole action is multiplied by 1{b2, so the classical saddle point is trustworthy

for b Ñ 0 with the new rescaled Φ „ 1.9 One may gauge-fix the classical solution to [49,50]

ds2 “ F prqdτ2 `
dr2

F prq
, Φ “ r . (2.23)

In this gauge R “ ´F 2, and we see that the Φ EOM in (2.22) imply F 2 “ V 1, which for our potential

(1.3) results in the classical metric

F prq “
cosh

`

2πb2r
˘

2π2b4
´

cosh
`

2πb2Φh

˘

2π2b4
. (2.24)

This classical spacetime has a black hole horizon at r “ Φh with the interior being r ă Φh. Near r “ 8

the metric blows up, making this the natural candidate for a holographic boundary, a suspicion we will

8 This model made appearances for instance in [11,12,14,16,25].
9 This is distinct from the JT gravity regime, where we take b Ñ 0 whilst keeping the original Φ „ 1. This corresponds
to zooming in on low energies.
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confirm in section 3.3.

To obtain the on-shell action in the form SpEq ´βE, we want to count classical solutions for which

the size of the thermal circle β (the range of τ in (2.23)) is independent from the Hawking temperature

(which is determined by Φh in (2.24)). Such Euclidean spacetimes have conical singularities at their

horizon10

?
gR “ ´V 1 ` δpx´ xhqp4π ´ βV pΦhqq . (2.26)

For fixed β this describes a conical solution for every Φh. Then we should integrate over all Φh. The

rigorous statement is that the conical spacetimes are classical solutions in a context where we first fix

the horizon area [51, 52], in this context Φh, and in the end integrate over area [53, 54], with a flat

measure. This is exact when inserting the partition function of a disk with a defect [6]. Here we replace

the latter by its classical saddle. Via this procedure we obtain the answer

Zpβqclass «

ˆ 8

0
dΦh exp

ˆ

2πΦh ` βF pΦbdyq

˙

. (2.27)

Here we inserted (2.26), used integration by parts, assumed the holographic boundary of the spacetime

lies at fixed r, and used
?
hK “ V {2. The temperature dependence could have been obtained alterna-

tively by solving the radial WdW equation for 2d dilaton gravity, resulting in the exact result [55–57]11

Zpβq “

ˆ 8

0
dΦh ZpΦhq exp

ˆ

β
?
hF pΦbdyq1{2

˙

. (2.28)

The fact that the wavefunction ZpΦhq behaves classically as e2πΦh is the Bekenstein-Hawking formula.

We note that the one-loop measure factor in (2.20) is not reproduced by this argument, as we did not

attempt to evaluate the disk with a defect at one loop.

Notice also that from this equation one reads of the ADM energy as

E “
?
h
δI

δ
?
h

“ ´F pΦbdyq . (2.29)

We claim that the holographic boundary for our theory lies at Φbdy “ 8 such that

E “ ´8 `
cosh

`

2πb2Φh

˘

2π2b4
. (2.30)

This infinite piece can be stripped off by adding a local counterterm on the boundary, we will ignore

10 The strength of the conical singularity can be computed using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem:

1

4π

ˆ
dx

?
gR `

1

2π

ˆ
dτ

?
hK

!
“ 1. (2.25)

11 It should be clear that following the same logic as [57] we can use the exact Liouville gravity partition for the asymptotic
case to derive that quantum mechanically ZpΦhq “ ρpΦhq for finite cutoff sinh dilaton gravity.
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such a constant shift for now. (And the correct counterterm is actually suggested by the path integral

argument of section 3, starting from the q-Schwarzian.) Redefining

α “ 2πb2Φh , (2.31)

the gravitational partition function reproduces the q-Schwarzian and Liouville CFT calculations (up to

the one loop determinant)

Zpβqclass «

ˆ 8

0
dα exp

ˆ

α

b2
´ β

coshpαq

2π2b4

˙

. (2.32)

We note that this analysis does not reproduce the measure factor in for instance (2.48), since we just

approximated the defect partition function by its on-shell action.12

One final comment about the bulk geometry (2.23) is that (unlike in aAdS2) one does not need

renormalization of geodesic distances, for instance the spatial distance between the horizon and the

boundary is finite.

2.3 Matching with Liouville gravity - Classical two point function

A second observable for which we want to compare the semiclassical answer in Liouville gravity with

the q-Schwarzian classical saddle is the boundary two-point function (2.16). The natural candidate to

attempt to match with are the so-called open string tachyon vertex operators [59]:13

BβM
„

ˆ
BΣ

dx eβMχepb´βM qφ, (2.33)

obtained by gravitationally dressing a matter CFT (timelike Liouville) operator, and integrating this

over the boundary to make it diff-invariant. Here we are interested in a semiclassical approximation,

where these probes do not backreact on the geometry. This suggest to consider βM “ b∆ with ∆ not

scaling with b Ñ 0. We propose the dictionary

xBb∆Bb∆yτ, β´τ “ xe´2∆φpτqyβ , (2.34)

where the boundary vertex operators are separated by fixed-length boundary segments of lengths τ

and β ´ τ respectively (2.17). With minor imagination one can depict the relevant correlators in both

theories in the same way (to be compared to (1.13), where now the black line denotes the insertion of

12 In the JT case [58] indeed the correct measure comes from the one-loop factor of the defect partition function. Defects
in sinh dilaton gravity are not well understood. It would be interesting to study them in more detail and match with
Liouville results [11], and reproduce the correct measure here.
13 These are the natural operators in Liouville gravity. They are inserted on the boundary as open string insertions. This
is one of the points where the combinations of ZZ and FZZT boundary conditions that we choose here will turn out
crucial to match with the q-Schwarzian, see also footnote 2. Perhaps with different boundary conditions one could match
Liouville boundary correlators with different observables in the q-Schwarzian [29].
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e´2∆φ at fixed time (4.11)):

φpβq “ ´8 (2.14)

φp0q “ ´8 (2.14)

smooth boundary initial state

Bb∆Bb∆

τ

β ´ τ

(2.35)

Such fixed-length boundary correlators where discussed in [11,12] to which we refer the reader for more

background. The LHS is evaluated in Liouville gravity, whereas the RHS is a boundary q-Schwarzian

amplitude. We do not have a first-principles argument for this specific operator dictionary, instead

presenting it as an observation and leaving the underlying reason as an open question.14

Labeling the energies as α ” 2πbs as before, the fixed-length Liouville gravity two point function

in question was computed as [11]

xBb∆Bb∆yτ, β´τ “
1

Zpβq

ˆ 8

0
dα1

1

Sbp˘iα1{πbq
exp

ˆ

´ pβ ´ τq
coshpα1q

2π2b4

˙

ˆ 8

0
dα2

1

Sbp˘iα2{πbq
exp

ˆ

´ τ
coshpα2q

2π2b4

˙

Sbpb∆ ˘ iα1{2πb˘ iα2{2πbq

Sbp2b∆q
. (2.36)

It is now convenient to exchange the energy labels α1, α2 for mean energy and energy differences α, γ

α1 “ α ` γπb2 , α2 “ α ´ γπb2 . (2.37)

We claim that the semiclassical limit is obtained by sending b Ñ 0, whilst keeping α, γ,∆ finite. This

scaling mimics the scaling used to recover the semiclassical limit of the two point function of DSSYK

from the exact answer in [63]. We consider the probe approximation where the perturbation does not

backreact heavily on the geometry. This means that the difference of ADM energies of the black holes

before and after the infalling particle is small as compared to the black hole mass. For heavy operators

∆ „ 1{b2 one should consider significant backreaction α1 ´ α2 „ 1.15

14 As motivation, it is well-known that (2.34) is true in the JT limit where s “ bk for b Ñ 0, see equation (4.44)
in [11]. In the JT case 2φ “ ℓ the (renormalized) geodesic length between operator insertions on the holographic
boundary [20,40,60–62].
15 The semiclassical two point function (2.42) indeed does not backreact on the α saddle as long as ∆ ! 1{b2.
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Now we enforce this limit on (2.36). For the Sbpxq functions we use the following assymptotics [48]16

lim
bÑ0

Sbpb∆ ˘ iα{πbq „ sinhpαq
2∆´1e´α{b2 , lim

bÑ0
Sbpbp∆ ˘ iγqq „ Γp∆ ˘ iγq . (2.38)

This results in

lim
bÑ0

1

Sbp˘iα1{πbq

1

Sbp˘iα2{πbq

Sbpb∆ ˘ iα1{2πb˘ iα2{2πbq

Sbp2b∆q
„ sinhpαq

2∆`1eα{b2 Γp∆ ˘ iγq

Γp2∆q
. (2.39)

For the Boltzmann weights we expand to linear order in γ

lim
bÑ0

exp

ˆ

´ pβ ´ τq
coshpα1q

2π2b4
´ τ

coshpα2q

2π2b4

˙

„ exp

ˆ

´ β
coshpαq

2π2b4
` γ

sinhpαq

πb2

ˆ

τ ´
β

2

˙˙

, (2.40)

higher powers in the γb2 expansion vanish for b Ñ 0. Here we remind the reader that for the semiclassical

limit to hold, we are encouraged to consider β{πb2 „ 1 and τ{πb2 „ 1, keeping in mind similar rescaling

was necessary to validate the classical approximation for the q-Schwarzian (2.1). Combining these two

elements the two-point function (2.36) reduces to

1

Zpβq

ˆ 8

0
d coshpαq exp

ˆ

α

b2
´ β

coshpαq

2π2b4

˙

sinhpαq
2∆
ˆ `8

´8

dγ exp

ˆ

γ
sinhpαq

πb2

ˆ

τ ´
β

2

˙˙

Γp∆ ˘ iγq

Γp2∆q
.

(2.41)

The γ integral can be computed for generic α and β but simplifies on the saddle (2.21) of the α integral,

which we recognize as Zpβq in (2.20). Note indeed that for γ,∆ „ 1 there is no backreaction from the γ

integral. Rescaling γ “ ωβ{2π, this integral reduces actually to the AdS2 boundary two-point function

calculation [3, 64,65], with result

xBb∆Bb∆yτ, β´τ class “ p´1q∆
sinhpαq

2∆

sinpτ sinhpαq{2πb2q
2∆

“ e´2∆φpτq . (2.42)

This indeed matches the classical solution of e´2∆φ computed using the q-Schwarzian action (2.16).17

This supports the holographic dictionary (2.34).

In fact one can convince oneself that the identification (2.34) remains true at the quantum level. To

see this, one uses the two-sided q-Liouville version of the q-Schwarzian (see discussion above (1.13)).

Then one can compute expectation values of e2∆ϕ using canonical quantization and representation

theory of quantum groups, by using the slicing illustrated in (2.35) above. The result matches exactly

with (2.36). We explain this quantization procedure compactly in section 4.2.

16 For ∆ “ n one can use the shift relations of Sbpxq to further refine the first equation to a generalization of (2.19).
17 Notice that in this equation 0 ă τ ă β whereas in (2.16) 0 ă τ ă β{πb2, so both equations are indeed identical.
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2.4 Conserved currents and symmetry algebra

In the process of solving the equations of motion we already encountered four conserved quantities

µβ, µγ , πφ{2 ´ βπβ and πφ{2 ´ γπγ . Upon more careful investigation one finds two more conserved

charges, bringing the total to six. We are interested in the associated symmetry algebra, which one

reads off from the Poisson brackets of the charges. This is more natural to deal with using canonical

momenta (1.11), and in this section alone we will work with q “ eiπb
2
(1.2).

One can choose three independent combinations of the conserved currents as

hL “
1

2
pφ ´ γpγ ,

fL “ ´
e´2i log q γpγ ´ 1

2i log q γ
,

eL “ e´2φ´i log qpφ e
´2i log q βpβ ´ 1

´2i log q β
´ γ ei log q pφ

e2i log q pγpγ´pφq ´ 1

2i log q
.

(2.43)

The first and second (proportional to µγ) we already found, the last one is new. One checks that each

of these has vanishing Poisson brackets with HpxA, pAq (1.10), or equivalently that their time derivative

vanishes. They satisfy a remarkable non-linear algebra

thL, eLu “ eL , thL, fLu “ ´fL , teL, fLu “
q2ihL ´ q´2ihL

2i log q
, (2.44)

which upon quantization becomes the Uqpslp2,Rqq quantum algebra [38,66]18

rH,Es “ E , rH,F s “ ´F , rE,F s “
q2H ´ q´2H

q ´ q´1
. (2.45)

The three remaining conserved currents are

hR “ ´
1

2
pφ ` βpβ ,

fR “ e´2φ´2i log qβpβ
e´2i log q γpγ ´ 1

2i log q γ
´ β

e2i log q ppφ´βpβq ´ 1

2i log q
,

eR “ ´ e´i log q pφ e
2i log q βpβ ´ 1

2i log q β
,

(2.46)

where the last one is proportional to µβ (up to some exponential of hR). These satisfy the same algebra

as the generators (2.44), and Poisson-commute (i.e. have vanishing Poisson brackets) with them. The

q-Schwarzian (1.10) is essentially the simplest dynamical system with this symmetry, the Hamiltonian

HpxA, pAq is (up to trivial rescalings and powers) the unique function that commutes with all these

18 As explained in [6] quantization involves scaling log qquant “ ℏ log qclass and for instance eL “ iℏE.
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currents. In fact it is the Casimir of Uqpslp2,Rqq:

H “ ef ´
cosp2 log qhq

2 log q2
. (2.47)

Alternatively phrased, specifying a six-dimensional symmetry algebra Uq,Lpslp2,Rqq b Uq,Rpslp2,Rqq of

Poisson brackets, it can be rewritten in the standard canonical form, by Darboux’s theorem, up to

canonical transformations, fully specifying the dynamical system.

Moreover, after a suitable redefinition (see e.g. equation (4.2) in [6]), the variables pφ, β, γq can be

identified as coordinates on the quantum group SL`
q p2,Rq, so our model describes quantum mechanics

of a particle on SL`
q p2,Rq.

The one-sided system (1.13) (the genuine q-Schwarzian) has one constraint

ei log qhLfL “
´i

2 log q
, (2.48)

the two-sided system (1.13) (q-Liouville) has two constraints, namely (2.48) and

e´i log qhReR “
i

2 log q
. (2.49)

The first allows one to gauge-fix γ “ 0 and the second β “ 0 [6], multiplying both then leads to (2.15):

4µβµγ “ 1.19 Note furthermore that these constraints commute with µβµγe
´2φ such that quantum

mechanically the boundary conditions (2.14) are consistent.

Finally let us remark that in the target space of the particle on the group manifold, the quantum

group (non-commutative) manifold itself and symmetry generators have geometric interpretations as

acting on the trajectory of the quantum particle.20 However, this “target” is not where our quantum

gravity lives,21 so for our purposes this picture seems of little use. We don’t have a crisp understanding

of the role of the symmetry transformations in our bulk (dilaton) gravity dual.

3 Path integral derivation

In this section we will show that the q-Schwarzian theory (1.10) is exactly equal to sinh silaton gravity

(2.22). Just like for the ordinary Schwarzian/JT gravity duality, this duality holds only for the leading

disk topology in the gravitational theory. Including non-trivial topologies, JT gravity becomes dual to

19 Instead of gauge-fixing one could think of fixing hL ` hR “ 0 which commutes with 4µγµβ “ 1.
20 For Uqpsup1, 1qq (the case 0 ă q ă 1), such a target space picture was discussed in [30], this is the space where the
chords “live”.
21 Exceptions to this are JT gravity itself [60] and its higher supersymmetric variants [67], where the bulk geometry and
the target space of the boundary dual are both an elliptic (Euclidean signature) or hyperbolic (Lorentzian signature) coset
of the SLp2,Rq group manifold (or its supersymmetric cousins).
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a matrix integral [47].22 Presumably a similar story holds for sinh dilaton gravity.23

We will prove this duality through an intermediate theory, a Poisson sigma model with Lorentzian

action:

SPSM “

ˆ 8

0
du

ˆ
dt

ˆ

´ pAuqB 9JB ` pAtqB

ˆ

J 1
B ` αBCpJAq pAuqC

˙˙

´

ˆ
dtHpJAq . (3.1)

This is a two-dimensional gauge theory (the sense in which it’s a gauge theory will become clear).

The relevant model for our purposes has a three-dimensional “target space”. with gauge connection

pAµqB “ pAµq0, pAµq1, pAµqH and JA “ J0, J1, JH , where we label (with hindsight) as A “ 0, 1, H, and

with a time-like boundary at u “ 0. We ordered the coordinates as d2x “ dt ^ du and summing over

repeated indices is assumed. The αBCpJAq ” ´αCBpJAq are functions of JA [69]. In principle these

functions can be chosen in a model dependent way. For the system we are discussing, they are chosen

to be

αH0 “ ´J1, αH1 “ ´J0, α01 “
sinh

`

2πb2JH
˘

2πb2
“

1

2
VqschpJHq . (3.2)

From the first term in (3.1) we observe that the six fields come with (equal-time) fundamental Poisson

brackets
!

pAuqBpu1, t0q, JCpu2, t0q

)

“ δBC δpu1 ´ u2q . (3.3)

In section 3.1 we will show the phase space dynamics of this Poisson sigma model can be reduced to

a q-Schwarzian path integral as a boundary description. In section 3.2 we will show the equivalence

between this Poisson sigma model and sinh dilaton gravity. In section 3.3 we comment on boundary

conditions.

3.1 Poisson sigma model and the q-Schwarzian

There are two inputs in (3.1) for the specific system we are considering. Firstly, the choice made in (3.2)

is related to the Uqpslp2,Rqq quantum algebra we are studying here. Secondly, we have explicitly added

the boundary term HpJAq, which will play the role of the Hamiltonian of the q-Schwarzian quantum

mechanics (1.10) later on. We’ll show the correspondence between the bulk Poisson sigma model and

the boundary q-Schwarzian model in two steps:

1. We will show that the dynamics of (3.1) reduces to dynamics on a 6-dimensional phase

space [69], which one can think of as living on the spatial boundary. This is a huge reduction

from the original naive QFT phase space.

2. We show that such dynamics is equivalent to the dynamics described by a q-Schwarzian

22 See also [68] for a 1d quantum mechanics dual to a factorizing minimal modification of JT gravity.
23 See [16] for relevant recent work, although they use different boundary conditions and as a result obtain different
thermodynamics and amplitudes.
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action. The proof will be done in the classical phase space, but after canonical quantization, also

the quantum duality will be proven.

Step one. In the general case αBCpJAq is non-linear, obstructing a simple integrating out of JA,

unlike for classical Lie algebras.24 Nevertheless, following [69] (section 2.1), one can explicitly show

that the theory is topological with a 2m-dimensional classical phase space (in our case m “ 3, the range

of the label A). The point is that one can integrate out bulk values of pAtqB, resulting in a constraint :

J 1
Bpu, t0q “ ´

ÿ

C

αBCpJApu, t0qqpAuqCpu, t0q , (3.4)

where the prime 1 denotes differentiation w.r.t. the spatial coordinate u. This is a constraint on phase

space, which one associates with the field content on a Cauchy slice, labeled by the arbitrary time

t0. We’ll often suppress this label t0 for presentation purposes. We will first determine the physical

phase space (prior to quantizing), which means one solves the constraints and mods out by gauge

transformations generated by the constraints. We will explicitly construct solutions to (3.4) with 2m

(m “ 3 here) free parameters, which should be gauge-equivalent to any other solution.

We can construct simple solutions by mapping (3.4) into the equation of motion of an auxiliary

classical mechanics problem. Consider a Hamiltonian system with canonical coordinate XApuq and

PApuq, evolving along a “time” coordinate u, with “Hamiltonian” GpJAq, and with phase space action:

ˆ `8

0
du

ˆ

ÿ

A

PAX
1
A ´ GpJAq

˙

. (3.5)

We want to design this auxiliary system such that the constraint (3.4) is one of its Hamilton equations.

We first go to the non-canonical coordinate system pXA, JAq, where JApXA, PAq have “Poisson brackets”

{JA, JB} “ αABpJCq . (3.6)

We use a bold symbol { to remind the Poisson brackets here are only for the auxiliary system, which

is unrelated to the Poisson bracket of the bulk theory (3.3). The latter is relevant for evolution in t,

whereas our current discussion takes place on one Cauchy slice t “ t0.

Now in this non-canonical coordinate system, the Hamilton equations of motion are

J 1
B “

ÿ

C

{JB, JC}
dG

dJC
, X 1

B “
ÿ

C

dJC
dPB

dG

dJC
. (3.7)

24 For Lie algebras αBCpJAq “ f A
BC JA, and AB are the components of the one-form A. The bulk action in that case is

linear in J and localizes on A “ dgg´1 with gpu, tq group-valued, after integrating over JA. The remaining action only
depends on boundary values gptq and Jptq and results in quantum mechanics on the group manifold [20].
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Now suppose we get a solution of the above equation of motion, then let us identify25

pAuqC “ ´
dG

dJC
. (3.8)

Together with the “Poisson brackets” (3.6), the first equation in (3.7) becomes exactly the constraint

(3.4). But noticing the constraint (3.4) is actually a boundary value problem, with a boundary at u “ 0.

We denote the six boundary condition as XAp0q “ xA and JAp0q “ jA. This in principle characterizes

all possible configurations that satisfy the constraint (3.4), for a given choice of GpJAq. We’ll comment

on the meaning of this (freedom of) choice in section 3.4. Thus we finished the first step, reduce the

dynamics into a 6-dimensional phase space spanned by pxA, jAq.

Step two. Next we show that the dynamics is essentially the same as the one of the q-Schwarzian

path integral. We start by deriving the Poisson bracket on 6d phase space spanned by pxA, jAq. For

the currents jA, a derivation was given in [69]. Integrating the constraint (3.4) along a spatial slice, we

get:

jApt0q “ JAp8, t0qq `

ˆ 8

0
du1 αADpJCpu1, t0qq pAuqDpu1, t0q . (3.9)

Remember the Poisson bracket of bulk variable is given by (3.3). Now we compute the Poisson brackets

of the right hand side with JBpu2, t0q (suppressing labels t0 henceforth)

!

jA, JBpu2q

)

“

ˆ 8

0
du1 αADpJCpu1qq

!

pAuqDpu1q, JBpu2q

)

“ αABpJCpu2qq . (3.10)

Considering the special case JBpu2 “ 0q “ jB we have

!

jA, jB

)

“ αABpjCq . (3.11)

Similarly, we can integrate over (3.7) using (3.8)

xA “ XAp8q `

ˆ 8

0
du1

dJD
dPA

pAuqDpu1q (3.12)

Remember here that dJD{dPA is a function of XCpu1q and JCpu1q. Computing the Poisson bracket of

the right hand side with JBpu2q using (3.3) gives

ˆ 8

0
du1

dJD
dPA

!

pAuqDpu1q, JBpu2q

)

“
dJB
dPA

`

XCpu2q, JCpu2q
˘

. (3.13)

This again for the special case JCp0q “ jC and XCp0q “ xC gives

!

xA, jB

)

“
djB
dpA

. (3.14)

25 Given a solution JApu, t0q the right hand side is an explicit function of u.
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This shows that xA and pA are just canonical conjugate variables with respect to the original Poisson

brackets:
!

xA, pB

)

“ δAB . (3.15)

Noticing furthermore that, having integrated out pAtqB in the Poisson sigma model (3.1) the Hamil-

tonian comes entirely from the explicit boundary term HpJAp0qq “ HpjAq. We thus have a dynamical

system where the Hamiltonian is given by

HpjAq “ ´j21 ` j20 `
cosh

`

2πb2h
˘

2π2b4
, (3.16)

and the Poisson brackets are given by (3.11) (inserting our specific case (3.2))

!

h, j0

)

“ ´j1 ,
!

h, j1

)

“ ´j0 ,
!

j0, j1

)

“
sinh

`

2πb2h
˘

2πb2
, (3.17)

and (3.14). We now explain this is nothing but the q-Schwarzian path integral (1.10) in a non-canonical

coordinate. We should identify xA “ pφ, γ, βq and the currents jA “ pj0, j1, hq, where ´2j0 “ e`f and

2j1 “ e´f . Here pe, f, hq are the currents in (2.46), which means jA functions of canonical coordinates

pxA, pAq. As a result we recover precisely the q-Schwarzian phase space path integral (1.10).

exp

ˆ

i

ˆ 8

0
du

ˆ
dt

ˆ

´ pAuqB 9JB ` pAtqB

ˆ

J 1
B ` αBCpJAq pAuqC

˙˙

´ i

ˆ
dtHpJAq

˙

ô exp

ˆ

i

ˆ
dt

ˆ

ÿ

A

pA 9xA ´ HpjAq

˙˙ (3.18)

The quantization of this system reproduces Liouville gravity amplitudes, as determined in e.g. [11,12],

as we explain in section 4.2. The amplitudes are in this language determined in a BF-like fashion as

studied earlier in [20,21,70–72], in a similar way as in the older 2d Yang-Mills literature [73–75].

This logic extends to generic dilaton potentials. To make the quantum mechanical model explicit,

the only difficulty might be to find a system of m canonical pairs pxA, pAq that realizes the non-linear

algebra (3.11), i.e. finding relations jApxB, pBq.

3.2 Poisson sigma model and sinh dilaton gravity

Oftentimes quantization of gravitational theories can be accomplished by using the first order (vielbein)

formulation, thereby rewriting the gravity model in question as a gauge theory that one knows how to

quantize. The most famous examples are AdS3 gravity (see for instance [76–80]) and JT dilaton gravity

(see for instance [20, 21, 47, 72, 81–84]), which in first-order variables are (respectively) 3d SLp2,Rq ˆ
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SLp2,Rq Chern-Simons and 2d SLp2,Rq BF gauge theories.26 Similarly it is known that general 2d

dilaton gravity models classically can be written as Poisson sigma models in the vielbein formulation

[17–19, 85, 86]. In the case of sinh dilaton gravity, as we showed, this allows for an exact quantization

through the reduction to the boundary q-Schwarzian.

For sinh dilaton gravity (2.22), this relation was discussed in part in [6, 12]. We will be slightly

more detailed than those works, especially considering physics at the boundary. The starting point is

(3.1)

exp

ˆ

i

ˆ 8

0
du

ˆ
dt

ˆ

´ pAuqB 9JB ` pAtqB

ˆ

J 1
B ` αBCpJAq pAuqC

˙˙

´ i

ˆ
dtHpJAq

˙

“ exp

ˆ

i

ˆ ˆ

JB dAB `
1

2
αBCpJAqAB ^AC

˙

´ i

ˆ ˆ

JBAB ` dtHpJAq

˙˙

, (3.19)

where the boundary Hamiltonian is (3.16).27 Now we relabel the variables

Φ “ ´JH , Φ0 “ ´J1 , Φ1 “ ´J0 , ω “ AH , e1 “ A0 , e0 “ A1 , (3.20)

such that the Poisson sigma model’s bulk action part (on the second line of (3.19)) becomes

exp

ˆ

i

ˆ ˆ

J0dA0 ` J1dA1 ` JHdAH ´ J1AH ^A0 ´ J0AH ^A1 `
sinhp2πb2JHq

2πb2
A0 ^A1

˙˙

“ exp

ˆ

i

ˆ ˆ

´ Φdω `
sinhp2πb2Φq

2πb2
e0 ^ e1 ´ Φ0pde0 ´ ω ^ e1q ´ Φ1pde1 ´ ω ^ e0q

˙˙

. (3.21)

Furthermore the boundary term on the second line of (3.19) evaluates to

exp

ˆ

i

ˆ ˆ

Φω ` Φ0e
0 ` Φ1e

1 ´ dtHpΦ0,Φ1,Φq

˙˙

. (3.22)

This can be rewritten as a dilaton gravity model by combining the zweibeins into a 2d metric28

gµν “ ηabe
a
µe

b
ν . (3.25)

26 In both cases there are subtleties with this identification having to do with gauging large diffeos in gravity and restrictions
that metric invertibility puts on the allowed gauge connections. These subtleties can be largely ignored when one restricts
to the simplest bulk topology, which we are doing in this work.
27 We are following the notation of [12], although clearly it makes more sense to think of J0 as spacelike and J1 as timelike.
28 Conventions for Lorentzian signature include

η00 “ ´1 , η11 “ 1 , εtu “ ε01 “ 1 , ωab
“ εabω . (3.23)

The Levi-Cevita symbol appears for instance in the relation

d2x “ dt^ du “
1

2
εµνdx

µ
^ dxν “

1

2e
εabe

a
^ eb “

1

e
e0 ^ e1 . (3.24)

In these coordinates the Levi-Cevita tensor and symbol are identical because
?

´η “ 1.
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The curvature two form in two dimensions is

Rab “ dωab ` wa
b ^ wcb “ dωab “ εab dω (3.26)

Furthermore in two dimensions this tensor is fully determined by the Ricci scalar [47]

Rab “
1

2
Rea ^ eb “ ´

1

2
εabde0 ^ de1 “ ´

1

2
εabR

?
´gd2x . (3.27)

Combining these expressions results in

1

2

?
´gRd2x “ ´dω . (3.28)

Furthermore the torsion constraints [78] reduce to

T a “ dea ` ωa
b ^ eb “ dea ` εabω ^ eb “ 0 , (3.29)

Combining these elements we find that the bulk part of the Poisson sigma model action (3.21) reduces

to the bulk action of sinh dilaton gravity (2.22)

exp

ˆ

i

ˆ ˆ

´ Φdω `
sinhp2πb2Φq

2πb2
e0 ^ e1 ´ Φ0pde0 ´ ω ^ e1q ´ Φ1pde1 ´ ω ^ e0q

˙˙

“ exp

ˆ

i

ˆ
d2x

?
´g

ˆ

1

2
ΦR `

sinhp2πb2Φq

2πb2
´ Φ0T

0 ´ Φ1T
1

˙˙

(3.30)

Usually one would not write the last two terms, since T a “ 0. We keep it explicit for future discussions.

Concerning the boundary term (3.22) one finds that the first term is the usual Gibbons-Hawking-York

curvature term

exp

ˆ

i

ˆ ˆ

Φω ` Φ0e
0 ` Φ1e

1 ´ dtHpΦ0,Φ1,Φq

˙˙

“ exp

ˆ

i

ˆ
dt

?
´hΦK ` counterterms

˙

. (3.31)

We now comment on the additional boundary terms in (3.31) and clarify why they can be interpreted

as counterterms. For this we will return to Euclidean signature, and consider the classical solutions

(2.23) of the bulk theory (3.30), which we repeat here for reader comfort:

ds2 “ F prqdτ2 `
dr2

F prq
, Φ “ r , F prq “

cosh
`

2πb2r
˘

2π2b4
´

cosh
`

2πb2Φh

˘

2π2b4
. (3.32)

In this gauge, one can take Φ1 “ 0 and solve the ω EOM in (3.21) for

Φ0 “
1

e1r
“ F prq1{2 . (3.33)

Plugging the explicit solution for F prq into the boundary Hamiltonian, one recovers the (finite) on-shell
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energy of the q-Schwarzian system (2.9)

HpΦ0,Φ1,Φq “ ´F prq `
cosh

`

2πb2r
˘

2π2b4
“

cosh
`

2πb2Φh

˘

2π2b4
. (3.34)

This was expected, as we designedHpΦ0,Φ1,Φq to become the q-Schwarzian Hamiltonian in this duality,

nevertheless it is reassuring. To reconcile this with previous statements about counterterms, we should

include the on-shell contribution from the boundary term Φ0e
0 in (3.31). We see that this cancels the

F prq term in (3.34). On-shell one then indeed identifies the additional terms in (3.31) as a counterterm

exp

ˆˆ ˆ

iΦω` iΦ0e
0 ` iΦ1e

1 ´dτ HpΦ0,Φ1,Φq

˙˙

“ exp

ˆ ˆ
dτ

?
h

ˆ

ΦK´
cosh

`

2πb2Φ
˘

2π2b4

˙˙

. (3.35)

In fact, looking back at our evaluation of the sinh dilaton gravity on-shell action (2.22), we notice that

this is precisely the counterterm required to make the ADM energy (2.30) finite and equal to (3.34).

ˆ
DΦDg exp

ˆ

1

2

ˆ
dx

?
g

ˆ

ΦR `
sinh

`

2πb2Φ
˘

πb2

˙

`

ˆ
dτ

?
h

ˆ

ΦK ´
cosh

`

2πb2Φ
˘

2π2b4

˙˙

class
“

ˆ 8

0
dΦh exp

ˆ

2πΦh ´ β
cosh

`

2πb2Φh

˘

2π2b4

˙

. (3.36)

It is reassuring that our derivation reproduces this counterterm, which strictly speaking was necessary

to obtain a match between the classical bulk-and boundary theories in section 2.2.

We would like to emphasize that in principle this derivation can immediately be used to write down

an exact 1d quantum mechanical boundary dual of dilaton models with generic potentials V pΦq, by

substituting in (3.2) and putting more generally the boundary Hamiltonian [87]

HpJAq “ ´J2
1 ` J2

0 `

ˆ H

dΦV pΦq . (3.37)

Then one could attempt to find WdW wavefunctions via the dual quantum mechanics, and reproduce

the spectral density of [88,89].

3.3 Boundary conditions

When quantizing the q-Schwarzian, we reproduce Liouville gravity (for |q| “ 1) [12] respectively DSSYK

(for q ă 1) [6], but only after we diagonalize a combination of the currents (2.46)29

´eπb
2hf “

1

2πb2
. (3.38)

29 See equation (3.34) in [6] and (2.27) in [12].
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At first glance this is a peculiar looking constraint, but after using the gravitational dictionary it makes

perfect sense. In terms of (3.20), eliminating Φ0 via (3.33), one can write this as a boundary condition

?
h e´πb2Φ “

1

2πb2
. (3.39)

One can recognize this as precisely the standard fixed length boundary conditions in 2d Liouville CFT

(2.17) [27], discussed in this context for instance in [11]

ℓ “

ˆ β

0
dτebφ “

β

2πb2
fixed, ebφ “

?
h e´πb2Φ . (3.40)

The sinh dilaton gravity interpretation is that this is specifying fall-off conditions for the metric near

the asymptotic boundary, the analogue of Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions [41]

F prq “
e2πb

2r

2π2b4
` finite, r Ñ `8 . (3.41)

This is indeed the asymptotic behavior or our classical solutions (2.23).30

3.4 Further comments

We finish this section with two comments about our holographic construction

1. For Lie groups

AC “
ÿ

A

dXA
dPA

dJC
, (3.42)

reduces to A “ dgg´1. Indeed in that case PA is linear in JC , so the right hand side only depends

on the coordinates XA. For BF, this is the most general solution of the constraint. With this BF

analogy it is tempting to speculate that the full Poisson sigma model might also localize to (3.42)

for generic profiles XApu, tq, JApu, tq. We now argue that this must indeed happen. The key point

is that evaluating the Poisson sigma model action (3.1) on these configurations (3.42) actually

reproduces the q-Schwarzian action (1.10), independent of the bulk profiles of XApu, tq, JApu, tq.

Moreover we just argued that special cases of (3.42) are included in the locus of the Poisson sigma

model. As all configurations (3.42) have equal action, they must all be included in the locus. We

did not rule out that besides (3.42) there are other equal action configurations, but for BF there

are none, supporting localization to (3.42).

2. Given the choice of GpJAq, the system is “constructively” holographic. By this we mean that for

a boundary configuration xAptq, jAptq we can reconstruct the bulk configuration ABpu, tq, JCpu, tq.

30 Choosing smaller constants on the right of (3.39) would appear to place the boundary classically at a finite cutoff radius
rbdy.
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In this sense the system is similar to the way the ordinary Schwarzian and JT are related, or how

3d Chern-Simons and 2d WZW are related.

With an explicit map (3.20) between theories it’s worth revisiting this somewhat abstract solution

(3.7) and (3.8) to the constraints of the gauge theory. The choice of generator GpJAq does not

affect the action of the solution (1.10), so it is a gauge choice. This is related with diffeo invariance

in gravity, part of this choice of picking a Hamiltonian to describe radial evolution is the choice of

what the radial coordinate u actually is. Given such a choice the components of Ar are determined

in terms of the classical solutions of the currents by equation (3.8)

e1r “
dG

dΦ1
, e0r “

dG

dΦ0
, ωr “

dG

dΦ
. (3.43)

As the components of At were integrated out, they play no role in this discussion. We partially fix

the gauge by choosing G to be independent of Φ, such that ωr “ 0. Now the constraint equations

(3.4) read

Φ1 “ Φ0 e
1
r ` Φ1 e

0
r , Φ1

0 “
sinh

`

2πb2Φ
˘

2πb2
e1r , Φ1

1 “
sinh

`

2πb2Φ
˘

2πb2
e0r . (3.44)

We now choose G “ Φ1{Φ0 , which we’ll see corresponds to the usual gauge-choice [50] of dilaton

gravity which we’ve used in (3.32) and (3.33). The last equation admits the trivial solution Φ1 “ 0

and the first equation reduces to Φ1 “ 1, which admits Φ “ r. Furthermore (3.43) implies e0r “ 0

and e1r “ 1{Φ0. Defining e1r “
?
F the second equation of (3.44) finally reduces to

F 1 “
sinhp2πb2rq

πb2
. (3.45)

This indeed is the radial evolution equation that builds the bulk metric, we recover this as solution

of the auxiliary classical mechanics system (3.5), which we claim to be playing the role of “bulk

reconstruction” in our model. We remark that in the sigma model (3.45) stems from a constraint,

begging the question whether sinh dilaton gravity in fact localizes on spacetimes with this metric.

It is worth noting that on this classical solution (where Φ1 “ 0) the radial “Hamiltonian” vanishes.

This also holds for G “ Φ1 which corresponds with the gauge e1r “ 1, where one finds31

Φ2 `
sinhp2πb2Φq

2πb2
“ 0 . (3.46)

This on-shell vanishing of the radial generator is a consequence of the underlying diff invariance

(part of which is u reparameterization ivariance), analogous to the WdW contraint for t evolution.

31 This matches indeed the equation of motion for dilaton gravity in this gauge choice [90].
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4 Concluding remarks

We conclude this work with several remarks. First, we will briefly touch on a similar duality between

DSSYK, the q-Schwarzian (0 ă q ă 1) and sine dilaton gravity, the details of which will be presented

elsewhere. Then, we briefly discuss aspects of quantizing the q-Schwarzian (1.10) and how this re-

produces the quantum amplitudes of Liouville gravity. Finally we highlight a puzzle concerning the

boundary two-point function.

4.1 Closer towards a gravitational dual of DSSYK

The solution of the relevant q-Schwarzian theory is

e´2φ “
sinpθq

2

sin2psinpθqτ{2 ` dq
. (4.1)

Importantly DSSYK comes with the constraint φ ą 0 (in the quantum theory this is saying there is no

such think as negative chord number n), which one can view as part of the definition of the q-Schwarzian

path integral for 0 ă q ă 1. Said differently, the initial and final state is φ “ 0. This fixes d “ θ. This

has quite dramatic consequences as the period (inverse temperature) of the solution is smaller than the

“tomperature” governing the decay of physical correlators, which remains finite even for β “ 0 [29,91].

This constraint (which reduces the period) is crucial to match the on-shell action of the q-Schwarzian

with DSSYK thermodynamics.

The derivation of section 3 holds for any dilaton potential, this includes the duality of DSSYK with

a sine dilaton gravity [6, 10]. This raises the question what the bulk origin of the difference between

tomperature and temperature is. For smooth horizons the temperature (period) equals the tomperature

(Hawking temperature), suggesting some conical deficit [92] on the horizon. An “energy-dependent”

defect (this should be imposed as a differential equation since γ, θ are canonical conjugates)

Vγ “

ˆ
dx

?
g e´p2π´γqΦ , γ “ 2π ´ 4θ ,

inserted into sine dilaton gravity indeed (classically) reproduces DSSYK semiclassics32

Vγ
β

“

ˆ
dΦh exp

ˆ

γΦh ` β
cosp2|log q|Φhq

2 log q2

˙

, 2|log q|Φh “ θ .

The near-horizon geometry of this spacetime is similar to the fake disk [43]. For the boundary two-point

function there is a defect both sides of the particle trajectory. Many questions remain, and will not be

answered in this appetizer.

32 We thank Herman Verlinde and Vladimir Narovlansky for discussions on this point.
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4.2 Matching with Liouville gravity - Quantization

We briefly discuss the quantization of the q-Schwarzian theory (1.10). Following the logic of [6, 12, 31]

one can reduce this problem to computing the representation matrices of the (modular double [32–37])

quantum group SL`
q p2,Rq. Here we’ll employ a more direct presentation. We will consider the two-sided

system, where we have to impose two (Brown-Henneaux type) constraints (2.49), reducing the system

to a 2d phase space path integral with conjugate pair pφ, pφq and with Hamiltonian (from (1.10))

4π2b4Hpφ, pφq “ e´πb2pφ ` p1 ´ e´2φq eπb
2pφ , (4.2)

where we used (2.15) 4µβµγ “ 1 (which follows from the Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions). Using

standard canonical quantization

pφ “ ´iℏ
d

dφ
, (4.3)

(and remembering that ℏb2class “ b2quant [6]), this results in the Schrödinger equation

ψαpφ` iπb2q ` p1 ´ e´2φqψαpφ´ iπb2q “ 2 coshpαqψαpφq , (4.4)

where we parameterized energy eigenvalues as for instance in (2.9) and (2.13)

Epαq “
coshpαq

2π2b4
. (4.5)

This is indeed the same equation that (Whittaker) representation matrix elements of SL`
q p2,Rq satisfy,

which is equation (2.46) in [12], with φ “ 2bx.33 The solution is given in (2.45) of [12]. It suffices here

to say that is is intuitively obvious that it can be constructed using the same double-sine function that

appears in (2.19), and which essentially diagonalizes the type of shifts in φ that appear in (4.4)

Sbpiφ{πb` bq “ 2i sinhpφqSbpiφ{πbq . (4.6)

For our purposes we require the following properties of the wavefunctions [12] (up to overall constants)

ˆ `8

´8

dφψα1pφqψα2pφq˚ “ δpα1 ´ α2qSbp˘iα1{πbq , (4.7)

which determines the density of states ρpαq “ 1{Sbp˘iα{πbq, and the matrix element of e´2∆φ (2.34)

ˆ `8

´8

dφψα1pφqψα2pφq˚e´2∆φ “
Sbpb∆ ˘ iα1{2πb˘ iα2{2πbq

Sbp2b∆q
. (4.8)

33 In fact, to uniquely find a solution ψαpφq one must realize that they satisfy a second “dual” Schrödinger equation with
b Ñ 1{b. Such duality is not obvious from the classical q-Schwarzian action, but that is no surprise, this symmetry is also
notoriously mysterious from the point of view of the classical Liouville (gravity) action.
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Finally we need the somewhat nontrivial property that for φ “ ´8 the wavefunctions are independent

of energy α.34 This is important. As mentioned around (2.14), this two-sided q-Schwarzian comes with

the specification of an initial (and final) state φ “ ´8. The partition function is then computed as

x´8| e´βHpφ,pφq |´8y “

ˆ 8

0
dαρpαq e´βEpαq , (4.10)

where we’ve inserted a completeness relation and used the fact that ψαp´8q is independent of α (and in

fact a phase). This matches the Liouville gravity disk (2.18). The Liouville gravity two-point function

(2.36) is similarly reproduced by computing

x´8| e´pβ´τqHpφ,pφq e´2∆φ e´τ Hpφ,pφq |´8y . (4.11)

The single-sided wavefunctions have also been computed explicitly in [31]. These have generic eigenvalue

on the inner boundary, which is now a parameter labeling edge states; see e.g. [72,93,94] for discussions

on such edge states in JT and 3d gravity contexts. These wavefunctions are building blocks that give

access to OTOC 4-point functions (among other things). Alternatively, a boundary 4-point function

could be computed from the (worldsheet) Liouville gravity perspective, using its 3d TQFT description

[16].35 It would be interesting to match (or compare) such calculations.

4.3 Two-point function puzzle

Finally, we will briefly return to the semiclassical two-point function, which we computed in (2.16) and

(2.42). What we do know (see the previous subsection and [6, 12]) is that it computes the expectation

value of

Wpφq “ R∆iipe
2φHq “ e´2∆φ , (4.12)

where H is the hyperbolic generator of the quantum algebra (2.45). Usually in BF one considers matrix

elements of line integrals of A, if the line is placed along a geodesic then

P exp

ˆˆ
duAu

˙

“ P exp

ˆˆ
dsH

˙

“ eℓH , (4.13)

suggesting 2φ
?
“ ℓ. The length ℓ of the Einstein-Rosen bridge at t “ 0 in our geometry (2.23) is finite.

For large black holes sinhpαq " 1, it matches with (2.16) 2φ “ ´2 log sinhpαq, however one would not

expect to require sinhpαq " 1 to match (the saddle is trustworthy also for sinhpαq „ 1). Moreover, the

34 This can be deduced directly from the Schrodinger equation (4.4), which for φ Ñ ´8 reduces to

eφ ψαpφ` iπb2q ` e´φ ψαpφ´ iπb2q “ 0 , (4.9)

resulting in a pure (rapidly changing) phase. The same reasoning for JT gives I0pe´φ
q which indeed captures the φ Ñ ´8

assymptotics of Kiαpe´φ
q.

35 One would have to extend the results of [16] to incorporate boundary correlators, possibly using e.g. [95].
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fact that ℓ remains finite, combined with the fact that we have an initial condition φ “ ´8, seems to

contradict a simple identification between 2φ and ℓ.

In fact the dilaton gravity interpretation of (2.42) is very mysterious. Supposedly we are computing

a boundary two point function in sinh dilaton gravity (2.22). But the classical answer resembles a pure

AdS2 boundary two point function (in terms of β). How is this possible? Here are two loose thoughts

1. For the DSSYK case the answer (4.1) was given a geometric interpretation using a “fake disk” [43].

which (as just explained) we think is the actual near horizon geometry of the gravitational dual.

The operators are inserted on the AdS2 boundary of that disk. Is there a sense in which correlators

with low energy in black holes with a near-AdS2 near-horizon region are accurately approximated

by boundary correlators in AdS2 holography?36

2. Recently [29] a different type of correlator was introduced in the DSSYK context, in the Liouville

language corresponding (roughly) to having FZZT boundary conditions on both Liouville fields.

This changes the answer significantly, and it that case at least a match with a gravity calculation

was found (albeit a 3d gravity one). It could be that such combinations are more natural to study

from a gravitational point of view. After all, our choice to study e´2∆φ (although motivated by

JT gravity, and very natural from the group theoretic point of view) was somewhat arbitrary.

One final comment is that it is clear that φ is the length operator in the target space of the q-Schwarzian

(the quantum group manifold SL`
q p2,Rq), which one can think of as non-commutative AdS2 [30]. From

that perspective it is obvious why φ looks like the AdS2 boundary two-point function. Unfortunately,

target space is not obviously related with the gravitational bulk, at least from our perspective.

Several groups are interpreting the chord diagrams of DSSYK as a definition of some UV complete

quantum gravity in (what we call) target space [30,43], which is reasonable, but it is not in an obvious

way the same as the (dilaton) gravity duality we’ve investigated. Nevertheless it can not be ruled out

that the two deceptions are in fact identical. Perhaps integrating out the dilaton in our model leads to

a non-commutative bulk?
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